
   Friday 24th March 2023 

Important Dates 

27.03.23 Yr 6 PGL Meeting 3:45pm & 5pm  

(Studio) 

29.03.23  Easter Bonnet Parade 

30.03.23 Governor meeting 

31.03.23  End of Term—early finish—1pm 

infants, 1.15pm juniors 

Right start : Bright Future 

Message from the Headteacher 

Our PTA has organised some exciting Easter Egg hunts next week, the children are looking forward to 

this. There is also an Easter Bonnet (Hat) competition next week, entries to come in on the 29th March, 

when prizes will be awarded.     

Congratulations to  Sienna Kyasiimire in Moonstone who wont the Hounslow Library Fact File           

competition, she was awarded a voucher, books and a certificate in assembly.  

Please do not allow children to come into school on their own before 8:30 unless they have early    

classes or clubs. Until we register the children, we are unaware of who is on site and there is not      

always an adult outside in the playground. 

We welcome our two new parent governors, Mr Borpatla & Mrs Chana to their first meeting next week 

where they can work with the rest of our Governing Body to make a difference for our children. 

We will close early next Friday at the end of term 1:00pm in the infant school and 1:15pm in the junior 

school.  I look forward to seeing the creative bonnets on Wednesday!                                                            

  

 

Skye Cam  

 



Nursery Weekly News         Friday 24th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week we have been reading ‘The enormous potato’ story and talking 
about what plants need to grow.  We learned that the roots of a plant always 

grown down.  The children will be planting their own sunflower seeds next 
week to bring home. 

We were lucky enough to have a visitor in this week who taught them songs 
and dances from around the world.  The children were great at joining in and 

had lots of fun. 

Our sound of the week has been f for flower.  We have been finding lots of    
examples of f in books and looking carefully for objects.  Our flower shop has 

been lots of fun again and there have been lots of lovely bouquets for the staff 
made by the children! 

Maths has been all about shape.  The children have been recognising and 
sorting 2D shapes in and around the Nursery environment. 

  

 

Merits this week 

 

Aahil for really noticing things in the garden and taking part fully 
during sensory circuit. 

Maia and Emily for trying really hard to hold a pencil correctly, 
when they are mark making. 

Ibraheem and Karthik for taking a really interest in Maths especially 
when sorting the shapes. 

Taybah for recognising lots of the sounds that we have been    
learning in Nursery so confidently. 

Harmony for being able to talk about what a plant needs to grow. 

Gurfateh for playing with different children and having lots of fun. 

Asrah for dancing with the lady and really enjoying herself. 



  

 

Photos from our week 



Reception Weekly News          Friday 24th March 2023  
  

 

What have we been up to this week? 
This week in Reception, we have continued reading our traditional tale of ‘The  

Gingerbread Man’. To celebrate the story, the children made their own            
gingerbread men. They used their phonic knowledge to read the instructions, 

helped to mix the batter and then were able to taste their creation after they 
were baked. They went down a treat and the children had a wonderful time,  

learning the ingredients and the recipe. They then demonstrated their knowledge, 
in their writing task books, by writing the sequence of instructions. They even 

used time connectives like ‘first, then, next and finally’. 

The sound for the week was ‘or’ for words like ‘for’, ‘torn’, ‘worn’ and ‘born’.  Our 
learning intention for maths was ‘to learn our number bonds to 10’. We explored 

this by parking 10 cars on a 10’s frame. How many are parked? How many cars are 
missing? 

Merits 
Oak Class 

Riyhoma for making her own story book using her phonic knowledge.  

Yehen for writing his own story called ‘The boy’ and drawing fantastic illustrations showing 
the characters feelings.  

Rawdah for doing an excellent piece of writing about Red Nose Day, taking her time to    
remember finger space, full stops and the correct letter formation. 

Taran for exploring the classroom activities and creating some wonderful craft. 

Birch Class  

Victoria for her very detailed map of fairytale land. 

Kai for remembering the Gingerbread Man recipe and trying so hard to write it down. 

Arav for his beautiful fork painting of flowers. 

Harjot for trying to remember the actions to our assembly songs. 

Elm Class 

Bryson for using time connectives when writing a recipe to make Gingerbread men. 

Zahra for being a really good friend and trying her best with all the learning this week. 

Jayven for using think, say and write when writing out a recipe. Well done! 

Elijah for  showing  a good understanding of ways to keep healthy during our PSHE lesson. 



  

 

Friday 31st March, school ends early. Please collect your child from their   

classroom at 1pm.  

1st April– 16th April is the Easter holidays - we return to school Monday 17th 

April. 

Photos from our week 



Year 1 Weekly News           Friday 24th March 2023 
  

 

Merits 

Beech Class 

Nia for working really hard in all subjects this week! Well done! 

Veer for working as a team in Art this week. Keep it up! 

Nichita and Bhuvik for their excellent sentences in English and writing speech for Albie. Keep it up! 

Saanvi for her brilliant reading in phonics this week. Keep it up! 

Aishmaan for her super effort in blending and reading the monster phonics books. Keep it up! 

 
Maple Class 

Krystle - for super throwing and catching in PE. 

Bilal - for great listening and following instructions in PE. 

Amaya - for listening carefully to our visiting author and going straight to the library to a copy of his book! 

Tianna and Jakub - for super work creating their own speech bubbles in English.   

Aarav - for remembering spellings and using them the next week in his written work. 

 

Willow Class 

Jenicea and Yaami– for her effort and practice in using a ruler to measure the length of different objects in the 
classroom. 

Amayapreet and Maitrin– for using adjectives to describe the properties of different materials. 

Aaradhya– for her confidence in reading the words fluently in Guided Reading. 

Shawnveer – for his effort in using the pronoun I when explaining what Albie might be saying in Welcome to 
Alien School. 

 

Ebony Class  

Sarah and Maansi for their beautiful and neat handwriting—super job! 

Lukas for his imaginative sentences in English, using an exclamation mark—great job! 

Malachi for his fantastic drama skills in English and PSHCE—well done! 

Abhiram—for independently labelling the parts of a synagogue—superstar! 

Charlotte for trying her best in Art and helping to create a spider model—keep it up! 

 

 

 

 

 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week in maths we have been learning about length and height. We have had fun measuring 

things around the classroom.  In Art we made a giant spider as a class. In English we have been  

using speech bubbles and acting out as some of the characters from the story ‘Alien School’. In  

topic we role played as Tim Peake and Neil Armstrong.  



  

 

 Remember to try and log on to Mymaths this weekend.  

Homework is in the orange book and is due on Monday. Friday 31st is a 
half day. Please collect your child by 1pm.  

Class Dojo 

Beech — 911 Maple – 920  Ebony -  931 

       Willow– 935 

Photos from our week 



Year 2 Weekly News             Friday 24th March 2023 
What have we been up to this week? 

We have been very busy this week in year 2! We visited the local Church and found out lots of 

information and facts about it . In Science, we have been organising the life cycle of a human. 

In Maths, we have been identifying fractions and solving problems with fractions. In English, 

we have been reading ‘How to Hide a Lion’ and we have enjoyed creating a newspaper articles 

all about how the lion saved the day.  

  

 

Merits 

Aspen class 

Musa and Shreyas for their excellent explanation, using the correct mathematical vocabulary, on how   
important division and multiplication is when working with fractions. 

Kshitija and Theo for their art work where they made some fantastic clay tiles. 

Karthikeya for his RE work explaining the values in The Good Samaritan parable. 

Ali for his excellent newspaper article about how a lion saved a town. 

Pine Class  

Udhbhav and Vihaan—for a fantastic newspaper article about how the lion saved the day! 

Shanaya— for great work in maths when solving fraction word problems! 

Diya and Hawa—for great work when using the clay! 

Summayya—for great work in RE when discussing how Jesus was betrayed. 

Chestnut Class 

Rizzia and Esther - for their perseverance and determination in maths when looking at fractions! 

Sophie and Reve– for their descriptive and creative newspaper reports on ‘How to Hide a Lion’. Well 

done! 

Sanjay– for his thoughtful contributions in Science when thinking about the human life-cycle! 

Aisha – for showing a fantastic sense of rhythm and helping others to count the beats in Music. Well 

done Aisha.  

Sycamore Class  

Anes—for fantastic problem solving skills in maths this week. You were able to explain your answers 
in depth!  

Zayd—for asking great questions during our visit to the Church this week. Well done! 

Eva—for creating an excellent clay tile in Art by applying previously taught skills.  

Georgia—for beautifully designing and decorating a clay pinch pot in Art.  



  

 

Class Dojo  

Aspen—  527  Pine– 531  Chestnut-  585    Sycamore— 536 

Photos from our week 



Year 3 Weekly News            Friday 24th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English this week we have been writing descriptive sentences to describe the setting of Pompeii before and 

after Mount Vesuvius erupted. The children have been focusing on using WOW words and adding exciting    
openers to introduce their comparisons. 

In Maths this week we have been using scales to measure mass . The children weighed classroom items using 
scales and compared masses of different objects using  more than, less than and equal to symbols.  

We have had lots of fun in our foundation subjects this week from going to the Mosque to learn about Islam in 
RE and completing observational drawings in Art. It has been a great week for learning new things! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merits 

Topaz Class 

Elijah  - For working really hard to count in 100s to read intervals on a scale. Well done! 

Simaira— For developing her fluency with her 2, 5 and 10 times tables. Keep it up! 

Sarvani— For creating her own branching database in ICT by asking questions and using images from the     
program to help select different options. Excellent! 

Jaypal— For his fantastic efforts in math's this week working exceptionally hard to understand mass and    
reading scales. Well done! 

Nova— For her efforts on her book bag tasks, week after week producing high quality writing and                  
understanding the text. Excellent! 

Turquoise Class 

Devansh and Shrasthi—For exceptional efforts in their homework writing a newspaper report all about why 
teachers strike and their impact on education.  

Devanshi— For her determination and involvement in the rocksteady performance. 

Emilia M and Amelia C  - for great descriptive writing comparing the setting before and after the eruption in 
Pompeii. 

Lapis Class 

Evelina, Jana, Marwo and Aardhya for their brilliant behaviour when we went to the Mosque—well done!  

Rina and Zuhaa for trying their best this week with learning about grams and kilograms—great work!  

Sapphire Class 

Kabir– For his improvement in all subjects and applying the knowledge to tasks. 

Tanishka– For her understanding with the maths concept and class participation. 

Amelia and Louie– For their enthusiasm in topic when discussing the success of Hadrian’s wall during the    
Roman invasion of Britain.  

Viyana and Jayveer– For their setting descriptions when discussing Pompeii before and after the eruption.  

 

 



  

 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

Lapis—  4726 

Topaz— 4098 

Turquoise—  3917 

Sapphire— 4012 

We visited Hounslow Mosque 

We created observational drawings! 



 Year 4 Weekly News              Friday 24th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English this week, we have started to write diary entries as Arctic explorers. The children have 

shown an outstanding understanding of the book and we are so proud. 

In Maths this week, we have begun to finish up our topic of fractions. This week, we have we learning 
to add fractions and mixed numbers, subtract fractions from whole numbers and mixed numbers. 

In Science this week, we started our new topic (States of Matter). We learnt more about each states of 
matter and the properties of solids, liquids and gases. We even took part in a fun drama activities 

where we portrayed the particles of solids, liquids and gases. 

  

 

Merits 

Amber Class 

Emrys and Giselle—For their fantastic effort in English this week when writing a diary as an Arctic explorer. 

Caleb—For his excellent progress in maths when learning to count in 5s. 

Edgar and Gautham—For working incredibly hard each maths lesson to support each other in their learning 
and make fantastic progression with fractions. 

Vajraa—For an outstanding Topic less comparing world biomes and using her prior knowledge to support her.  

Amethyst Class 

Wayne and Sevastien for working hard in maths when subtracting two fractions with the same denominator. 

Arken, Kevin and Nyay for their amazing performances during the Rocksteady concert. 

Damien and Riyansh for using the present perfect tense in their English hot tasks. 

Obsidian Class 

Hazim—For working independently to solve addition problems when adding fractions and mixed numbers    
together.  

Malaki and Abdulla—For their creativity in  making informative posters explaining what a healthy and          
unhealthy friendship looks like! 

Shameek— For his constant perseverance in using the correct technique to bat in rounders. 

Lyrah—For pushing herself to be speedy at reading different phonic sounds!  

Thoranipriya—For writing an excellent diary entry as an Arctic explorer, from the past using a range of         
figurative language! 

Moonstone Class  

Eliza—For her fantastic drumming performance in the Rocksteady concert on Tuesday. 

Yasmin & Jenson—For both working hard to compare and contrast polar and rainforest biomes.  

Sergio & Nishma—For their fantastic work when identifying the properties of the three states of matter.  

Owen—For making a beautiful informative poster in PSHE when showing what a healthy and unhealthy    
friendship looks like.  



 

 

Photos from our week Red Nose Day! 

We created posters explaining what a 

healthy and unhealthy friendship looks like! 

Class Dojos 

Obsidian— 4323 

Amber— 4719 

Amethyst— 4801 

Moonstone— 5128 

 

We wrapped up the Cues programme with 

some fun skill activities! 
Our super Rock steady bands performed! 

In Science, we acted out how the particles 

behave in solids, liquids and gases. 



Year 5 Weekly News             Friday 24th March 2023 
This week in Year 5, the children have been busy with planning and drafting their own myths using their mythical 
creatures and heroes/heroines. The teachers have really enjoyed reading these myths and we are all impressed 

with the descriptive techniques, adverbials and direct speech that has been used. In Maths, children have       
finished their percentages and decimal topic and we have moved onto learning about perimeters of rectilinear 
shapes. Jade and Diamond class had lots of fun taking part in Greek Day on Wednesday. This week has been DT 

week where we have researched, planned, designed and created a pair of slippers for our target audience. What 
a fun and memorable week it has been.  

Lastly, to those who are celebrating, we would like to wish you a Happy Ramadan! 

  

 

Merits 

Diamond Class 

Alexander for working really hard in maths this week understanding and identifying equivalent fractions,     
decimals and percentages. 

Aayaan for showing a good understanding of the events which occurred during the wars which impacted the 
Jewish community. 

Gabriel & Qaafiyah for sharing their excellent understanding of researching different slippers with their group. 

Shaurya M & Liyanna for developing an excellent and interesting beginning for their Greek myth. 

 

Emerald Class 

Jasleen and Aarna- For producing abstract characters for their myths in English. 

Tyler- For using a range of sentence starters in his big write.  

Vlake and Eliana-  For punctuating direct speech correctly and up-levelling.  

 

Jade Class 

Siraya and Zainab For writing a detailed plan for their Greek myths. 

Yashmit and Ameena for working hard in Maths to find the perimeter of shapes. 

Sudher– For his amazing contributions in the Greek workshop.  

 

Pearl Class 

Rhea for her amazing performance singing Diamonds by Rihanna in the Rocksteady Concert. 

Thaarisha for her excellent work with converting fractions, decimals and percentages in maths. 

Imaan for uplevelling and editing his myth to include cohesion and interesting sentence starters. 

Tanay for his great contributions in DT when researching and discussing different designs for a pair of slippers 
for different audiences. 

Neel for working to the best of his ability after his injury with his writing hand. 

Ridhi for her diligence in her English work, writing a myth using cohesive techniques and vivid descriptions.  

 
 
 



  

 

Homework—check on Google Classroom—Due back 27.03.23 
Safer Parking poster - until 30th March 

Easter competition—design, make and decorate your Easter   
bonnet or hat which you can wear on Wednesday. All entries in 

on 29th March. See Google Classroom for more information! 
Please remember to collect your child/children at 1:15pm on    

Friday 31st March as we have a half day.   
 

Class Dojos 

DIAMOND: 5039 

EMERALD:  4672 

JADE:  5313 

PEARL:  4723 

 

Photos from our week 



Year 6 Weekly News      Friday 24th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

In English, we continued our work at using carefully chosen language structures to create imagery—

particularly the use of figurative language and how this could be used to describe the island which  the main 

character, Michael, has found himself. The children are drafting their writing which will be completed next 

week.  

In Science, we continued with our unit of Evolution and Inheritance - considering how human intervention 

affects evolution and the issues raised by human intervention in the evolutionary process. This week the 

children considered the controversial topic of genetically modified food and the use of altering the genes of 

living things for our advantage. The children researched the advantages and disadvantages of using         

genetically modified foods and also the ethics of using bioscience and genetics for cloning or growing      

human body parts on mice. 

In maths the children have been starting a new unit on calculating volume of 3D shapes made from       

different arrangements of cubes. They extended this to cuboids—calculating the volume by multiplying 

length x width x height. 

In RE, the children looked at the Easter story—particularly the Palm Sunday story and the way Christians 

celebrate it. They wrote up their understanding of the Palm Sunday story and celebration and then made a 

Palm Cross, which was quite a challenge! 

  

 

Merits 

Ruby Class 

Darshini: For giving carefully considered praise when peer assessing writing. 
 

Becky: For her fantastic maths work on the volume of cuboid. 
 

Meera, Maryam and Srihan: For their excellent purple book tasks – they wrote a persuasive letter to Rishi 
Sunak and made fantastic points. 
 

Blanka and Meera: For their super collaborative writing in English – they wrote a setting description using 
a range of descriptive writing techniques . 

Opal Class 

Romeo: for his super reading task—his answers were well written and backed up with suitable evidence 
and his restaurant review (written in first person of a character from the story) was spot on!  

Abdullah: for his quick thinking and responsible actions to help another pupil who had hurt themselves 
before school. 

Shrihaas: for his clear and accurate science explanations on the mechanics of adaptation and evolution in 
science.  He also did an excellent reading task. 

Rehyla: for her super effort at designing and making her Maya Mask collage. 

Maaz: for his excellent reading task—writing to the Prime Minister about how we need to use more    

renewable energy. 



  

 

HOMEWORK this week is on Doodle for Maths and English. 
Don’t forget, there is also the weekly spelling list. 

Homework was allocated to the children yesterday, Thursday 23th and will need to be completed by Monday 27th. The    
spellings for the next test will be given today and the test will be on Friday 31st March.  

Last day of school—Friday 31st March. Please collect your child at 1.15pm. 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

OPAL   2212             RUBY 2136 


